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Abstract. Kelly-Moore Paints is a paint manufacturing company founded in San Carlos, California in 1946 by William Kelly and William Moore. It has stores located in California, Texas, Oklahoma, and Nevada. They currently own 11 42’ trailers, contract 4 distinct drivers, and service 44 stores Monday-Thursday from its Texas Distribution and Manufacturing Center in Hurst, TX. Given that transportation costs are typically the highest in the supply chain costs, this study will employ data science techniques to ensure the transportation routing, store ordering mechanism, and trailer utilization are at the best efficiency possible given the current ordering patterns of the stores. Using an approach based on the Ant Colony Algorithm (ACO) [7] and Traveling Salesman Problem [8], the team will optimize a model of convergence that seeks to allow Kelly-Moore to fine-tune their operation to recover transportation costs that could be leaking from inefficient use of trailer loads and routing optimization. The analysis of convergence provided by Zhu and Wang [14] will serve as guidance to solving a similar problem for Kelly-Moore. In addition to the optimization model, parameters will be used to explore “out of the box” thinking to present various alternatives to Kelly-Moore to help them find the solution that works best for them based on their real data from years past.
1 Introduction

The world today depends on readily available supplies to conduct business. Now more than ever should there be a focus on optimizing an organization’s ability to deliver supplies in a “just-in-time-just-enough” fashion. Businesses can suffer financial risks if inventory levels remain too high with stagnant product. Alternatively, the “hyper-competitive” nature of business today allows consumers myriad choices in their ability to fulfill their needs. If the organization is not capable of keeping up with demand efficiently, they risk losing customers; for good.

“Transportation costs can be a significant part of a company’s overall logistics spending. With increases in the price of fuel, the proportion allocated to transportation can be upward of 50 percent” [1]. Supply chain optimization is often considered to be part of “supply chain engineering” which is mainly focused on mathematical modeling. However, supply chain optimization can also be done using qualitative, management-based approaches. There are several methods and ideas on how to solve the financial conundrum of freight optimization. Optimizing delivery routes, time of day forecasting, on-site delivery times, and equipment utilization are age-old questions in optimizing transportation costs.

Leadership teams need answers to the questions of costs, not only in dollars spent/saved, but also, in carrier relationships, end-user “buy-in”, as well as the management of related information. Kelly-Moore Paints is a paint manufacturing company founded in San Carlos, California in 1946 by William Kelly and William Moore. Their main competitors are Sherwin-Williams, PPG and Benjamin Moore. They primarily serve stores located in California, Texas, Oklahoma, and Nevada. They have only one manufacturing plant which is located in the heart of the Dallas/Fort Worth Metroplex, Hurst, Texas. In addition, they have distribution centers in Texas and California. The Texas distribution center services about 44 stores while the California distribution center services about 120 stores.

Their logistics operations are staffed as a privately-owned operation consisting of Kelly-Moore owned 42’ trailers and four dedicated contracted tractor operators. Utilizing data regarding the use of these trailers and dedicated line-haul, the goal will be to explore opportunities of efficiencies in load utilization and routing. In business for almost 75 years, Kelly-Moore has obviously adopted best practices rooted in the logistics problem of moving supplies across the US. All great leaders are constantly looking to improve efficiency and never assume that the current way of doing business is the best and only way. The leadership team is advocating thinking “outside of the box” and discover alternative methods that are more automated, accurate, and precise.

Most of the time a team of people are manually observing data and making decisions months or quarters in advance to properly plan the supply chain. The organization would like to be more “agile” in decision making and use empirical data to optimize line-haul operations paired with short-haul response to store needs. The single most important question that leadership has on their mind: “What is the best way to ensure the scarce trailers are utilized effectively?”. The Texas Distribution Center services 44 stores in the Dallas/Fort Worth Metroplex and a few stores sporadically located in Oklahoma as well as other parts of Texas. The stores currently are supplied with a “milk-run” type auto-replenishment of inventory twice per week with same day delivery. The store managers are presented with tools...
that recommend projected inventory to order from the Texas Distribution Center. They then place their orders twice a week. The key to optimizing the routes revolve around the store ordering patterns as well as the demand routing to ensure the eleven trailers are optimized for the locations they are servicing.

Could the use of data science techniques allow Kelly-Moore to see trends in their line-haul and make adjustments to optimize one of the costliest parts of the supply chain transportation? Using the domain expertise of Kelly-Moore’s operations and SMU’s Data Science technology expertise, the hypothesis is that Kelly-Moore can streamline how to harvest their data and learn to clean the data for use in proven methods to predict and model the supply chain line-haul in ways they may not have been aware of in the past.

Kelly-Moore leadership has recognized that many of the trailers that are leaving the distribution centers are not optimized for the DFW routes. Some trailers are leaving with only a few pallets. One 42’ trailer can hold up to 20 pallets consisting of roughly 36,000 pounds of product.

![Fig. 1. Trailer filling rate summary. Consistent with the visualization, is the fact that the rates vary significantly by day of the week.](image-url)
2 Literature Review

Fortunately, supply chain operations are an industry focus with countless goods relying on the distribution network of the US GDP. These movements don’t “just happen”, they are well intended and planned orchestral exercises in efficiency and planning. Kelly-Moore might be a small operation compared to the US GDP, but the business problems and solutions framework are essentially the same. The goal is to move the product Kelly-Moore creates to its store fronts, which is the only way to buy the paint, and ensure the scare resources that actually move the freight are optimized according to orders, routing, and sorted trailers. FedEx is often thought of as the king of this space. There is much to learn from evaluating how FedEx takes a seemingly infinite number of packages and spreads them over scarcely available aircraft and trailers to meet the demands of their customers; overnight.

December is often the largest season at FedEx, which is called Peak Season to its employees. As people are going about their lives planning for Christmas and having parties, FedEx employees are the busiest they will be all year. Kelly-Moore has eleven trailers to work on optimization. FedEx has over 600 planes and 70,000 trucks [13]. Surely, FedEx can be studied, and a few pages taken from their playbook. While Kelly-Moore won’t likely require twelve meteorologists watching forecasts or standing up a Global Operations Control Center (GOCC) [13] to manage the chaos each and every day like FedEx, they do need a good system of planning for their stores relative to their operation.

The goal of this paper is to explore the best routing for the network; utilizing real data in order to predict orders and optimize routes with available trailers. This paper will also explore how Kelly-Moore can reduce deliveries to one day per week while instituting some of FedEx’s best practices as it relates to responding to “problems” in the system. For instance, FedEx flies two empty airplanes every night from its Denver and Salt Lake City Ramps [13]. Is it possible that Kelly-Moore can reduce standard deliveries to one time a week and provide empty trailers along various routes to do ad-hoc type runs? Would that be cheaper than sending all routes two times a week? These are all questions that can be answered by data and the algorithms employed to predict and fine-tune the routing mechanisms.

Given that this logistics problem is fundamentally about probability, the employment of probabilistic algorithms can be explored by searching the solution space more efficiently using probability to prioritize search areas; narrowing down where the optimal solution might reside. An approach to consider revolves around a well-known traveling salesman problem. The routing can be optimized based on the one-to-many relationship akin to multiple salesmen (i.e. trailers) [8]. The computational problem is NP-hard and scales poorly due to the solution space becoming too large. This leads to another approach to consider; the Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm. The algorithm has been studied for the traveling salesman problem in one-to-many [14] and many-to-many distribution settings [7]. The goal is to tune for a globally optimal solution given the current centralized distribution center setup as well as finding solutions for alternative hub and spoke models by adjusting the algorithm. This approach allows for convergence to the optimal solution which can be achieved from an initial set of parameters, minimizing search parameter spaces akin to fitting a machine learning algorithm.
3 Methods

The stores in the Southwest Region are provided two shipments per week. The shipments are generated by an auto-replenishment order from a robust planning tool. Whenever a store needs more than the recommended order, additional product could be added to the order or a separate order will be placed at a later time. The additional orders could come in by a regular store order or a will-call order. Will-call orders are picked up at the warehouse by the stores usually within a 24-hour window. The standard deliveries run Monday thru Thursday with many of the trailer routes less than 50% capacity throughout the week. Simply focusing on optimizing the routes that are less than 50% capacity could significantly reduce the overall transportation costs. This paper will center on the following two objectives:

- Forecast weekly sales data for individual store (predict)
- Matching the trailer availability data, provide the best set of paths between the stores that optimizes load factor and reduces freight costs

3.1 Data

The stores currently receive order recommendations from an automated system using inputs from the point-of-sales system. The data interface includes daily store inventory, historical sales and future sales. The current culture of the organization implies that the stores largely ignore the recommendations and order their shipments with little regard for the larger transportation costs. The plan will focus on modeling the data elements to predict the store’s needs and reduce deliveries to one time a week. There will be an option to fulfill orders that are required for low inventories on an ad-hoc basis. The algorithm will be turned to pre-determine orders for a store, make a recommendation, and ensure the stores receive shipments with optimized trailers.

Exploring the data available from the domain experts allows for experimentation with various ideas and ultimately decide if more data is needed or if alternative timelines are warranted. Kelly-Moore sales are cyclical with sales volume increasing in warm summer months and decreasing during damp cold months. Considering the cycle of sales, all of the data captured is for the given time period of Year-to-Date 2019 through July 2020 (“given time frame” or “time period”). There are 44 stores in the Southwest region that make up Oklahoma, West Texas, North Texas or Dallas-Fort Worth (“DFW”) and South Texas. The stores are scheduled to receive two orders each week, either Monday and Wednesday or Tuesday and Thursday.

The data provided comes from four data sources; current delivery manifest, which includes freight metrics, order detail from the ERP, recommended orders from the planning tool and sales from the POS. Some of the key metrics tracked on the manifest are load weight, miles and location. The order detail includes PO numbers, unique store numbers, SKU information such as item description and quantity ordered. There are roughly 164 potential order days for store regular orders (using their scheduled order days). Of note in the first round of analyzing this data are the following:

- Store Add-On Orders are additional store orders that have to be approved by a warehouse manager. These orders are generally held until the store’s
regular order day. There are six stores outside of the DFW area that placed add-on orders in the given time period. Of the 44 stores there are eleven stores in the DFW area that placed add-on orders.

- A Store Quick-Turn and a Will-Call order are for unique circumstances. A quick turn is an order for a special product that store orders from the Kelly-Moore Manufacturing plant. Five stores placed a quick turn order and only one of those is a DFW store. Will-Call Orders occur when a store places an order on the warehouse and will pick up from the warehouse within 24 hours. The warehouse is in Hurst, Texas which is in the DFW metroplex. Wichita Falls is the only store not in DFW that placed a will-call order. Not including the Hurst Retail store, sixteen of the nineteen North Texas stores placed will-call orders. The eight stores that ordered less than 90% of their scheduled order days have an average will-call order of 26 orders. This is an indication that the store is not utilizing their schedule orders effectively and ultimately impacting trailer optimization.

- Stores Regular Orders are orders placed on the store’s scheduled order day. Stores can place more than one order on their scheduled order day, and it is considered a regular order and not an add-on. There are approximately 164 possible order days in the given time period. All of the stores outside of the North Texas market are ordering at 90% or better of their ordering days with the exception of Temple, which is a new store. Of the nineteen North Texas stores, there are eight that are below 90% utilization of order days. Three of the eight are new stores.

3.2 Forecasting Problem

Predicting the weekly sales of individual stores allows Kelly-Moore to have some idea of its upcoming logistical needs. Individual weekly store sales have a spatial, temporal, and idiosyncratic component to them. While this complicates the modeling process, these components can be leveraged to improve the accuracy of the predictions. It is anticipated that a hierarchical multilevel method with Dirichlet process or Gaussian process priors will ultimately prove to be the resulting model that will be used.

Hierarchical methods ultimately require an assumption that the observation in the data are exchangeable, which means that switching ordered indices in the data (i.e., time, space, etc.) will not matter when it comes to the aggregate behavior of the data [15]. Exchangeability is obviously problematic in time series data, spatial data, and situations where differences between products are important because those observations almost always have relevant heterogeneity. The forecasting solution will depend on explicitly modeling the relevant temporal, spatial, and idiosyncratic components that drive sales across stores.

Information from domain experts at Kelly-Moore suggests that there is a strong non-stationary component to weekly store sales across time; however, it is best to check to ensure the data is consistent with this domain expertise. In addition, this will allow for future checks when the model is deployed.
The temporal nature of the data will need to be factored into this analysis given that timing is critical to the nature of the business operations. Optimization criteria are traditionally time, distance, and cost. In modern times, tremendous data is available and can be gathered from smart cards and GPS tracking as well as speed of travel, start/stop attributes, and load utilization. Geographical coordinates along the delivery routes will be pivotal in understanding the optimized routing. Paired with the order information from the stores (as well as inventory on hand), the algorithm can further explore recommended inventory requests as well as fine-tuning the frequency of deliveries in the Monday-Thursday delivery days. It will be necessary to distill this data in order to gain the advantages of various data analysis techniques.
The first step was simply to visualize the temporal nature of the data.

**Fig. 4.** Detailed Temporal Characteristics of the Data. Detailed comparisons with frequency and Parzen Windows analysis. Strongly suggests non-stationary temporal behavior.

**Fig. 5.** Detailed Temporal Characteristics (filtered with a first difference). There currently doesn’t appear to be any dominating periodicity within the past year, which is consistent with the domain expertise at Kelly-Moore.

To provide a more detailed analysis of the temporal characteristics of sales, analyzing more data in previous years is warranted.
3.3 Optimization Problem

The solution chosen to optimize Kelly Moore’s trailer space utilization is based on the observation that finding the number of trailers for which the total cost of distribution is minimized will necessarily optimize trailer space utilization. Keeping the shipment quantity fixed, fewer trailers will mean that each individual trailer will use extra space and this project defines the optimal space utilization to be the one that minimizes the total cost of distribution. This conveniently allows for the complicated problem at hand to be recast as a simpler Multiple Traveling Salesman Problem.

The trailer space optimization problem for Kelly Moore is an instance of a Multiple Traveling Salesman Problem (MTSP). The MTSP is an NP-hard computational problem, meaning that there is almost certainly no efficient way to solve the problem in an efficient and deterministic manner [16]. The central complication is that multiple different trailers each with multiple different possible routes creates a massive space of possible solutions. Fortunately, there are probabilistic solutions to the MTSP that are much faster and are likely to converge to the global optimal solution in a relatively short amount of time, such as Ant-Colony Optimization algorithms [17]. This project uses an Ant-Colony Optimization (ACO) approach to solve the problem of trailer space optimization for Kelly Moore Paints.

ACO is a meta-heuristic algorithm that was inspired by the foraging behavior of ants. Ants initialize the foraging process at their colony and begin searching in random directions for any food source they can find. The moment an ant finds food, they take a piece of that food and return it to their colony while leaving behind a pheromone trail on the ground. The other ants are attracted to this scent and begin following it back to the food source and leave pheromone trails themselves. In general, ants will follow whichever pheromone trail has the strongest scent and because pheromone trails evaporate, the strongest pheromone trail will eventually be the shortest path to the food source [18]. The ACO algorithm described in this paper will use artificial ants instead of real ants to find the optimal routes for a given number of trailers. The algorithm will be run several times with different quantities of available trailers at each iteration to find which number of trailers minimizes the total cost of distribution.

This paper will utilize an ACO algorithm based on Liu et al [17]. They represent an MTSP as a weighted, non-directed graph G (V, E), where V denotes the vertices of the graph and E denotes the edges between the nodes. Each vertex v_i represents a destination and the route between each destination is represented by an edge, which they denote as e. A weight function w(e) represents the cost of transporting freight between city v_i and v_j. Because every trailer must return to the origin, each route should end up as N closed loops beginning and ending at the origin hub: L_1, L_2, ..., L_N. We denote w(L_i) as the cost of the closed loop L_i. The optimization problem can then be characterized as follows:

- Objective Function
- Constraints
- Decision Variables
- Pheromone Update Function
**Input:** Instance $x \in T$ of $T_G$

Set algorithm parameters ($r$)

```plaintext
i = 0
for $j = 1$ to colonies do
    Ant $s_i$ ← Create sub-colony and release agent
    while not-termination conditions
        on sub-colony do
            $\text{manage ants activity}$
            $\text{manage pheromone}$
            $\text{manage demon action}$
            $\text{selection procedure}$
            $\text{compute solution quality}$
        end while
    $j = j + 1$
    $S_{opt}$ ← candidate to be optimal solution
    Update pheromone on arc $(i)$
end for
```

**Output:** $S_{opt}$, "candidate" to be the best found solution $x \in T$

---

**Fig. 6.** The Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) model; a. the pseudo-code of an ACO algorithm; b. the flow chart of a general ACO procedure. [19]
4 Results

The Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) has been applied in many fields and after exploring the pieces of data offered here at Kelly-Moore Paints, it could be a valid approach to model freight optimization and order prediction. After careful research of how this approach has been experimented with in similar data sets, it could lead to valid convergence conclusion.

In principle, the model ought to be able to not only find global optimal solutions for the current setup, but it will also be able to find optimal solutions for alternative setups (alternatives to the current hub and spoke model) by making small adjustments to the algorithm. The thinking is that the algorithm can simultaneously answer optimal sorting between and within the trucks, optimal paths, and whether Kelly-Moore can adjust the structure of the supply chain itself by adding more distribution centers or making more areas “hubs” and then compare those configurations to the current setup.

An area of concern is the assumption that Kelly-Moore wants their trailers as full as possible, but this algorithm that is being explored, relaxes that assumption. Alternatively, if full trailers are better, it will arrive at that conclusion naturally. The current results contain some claimed proofs of convergence for a specific ant colony algorithm [7]. More time was spent thinking through whether the assumptions generalize to the Kelly-Moore use-case. Given the problem at hand is a probabilistic algorithm, convergence will be a key element to watch. This is also the case for a traveling salesman problem, which is one-to-many instead many-to-many. The current Kelly-Moore setup implies a traveling salesman problem; therefore, this kind of result is still required in order to show what happens under a hub and spoke model. If this project can be centered on applying the ant colony optimization [14] to Kelly-Moore’s supply chain, both a firm problem statement and almost everything leadership wants can be achieved.

A positive outcome about this algorithm is that convergence to the optimal solution can be achieved from any initial set of parameters, unlike fitting an ML algorithm. Sometimes convergence can be achieved even when the assumptions are not met, and instances of that alone are incredibly valuable to practitioners.

For example, the team compared five solution instances based on typical order data by applying different iteration thresholds while keeping the number of vehicles, the pheromone and the heuristic parameter the same. Figure 7 demonstrates the solution presented with less iteration threshold; a good distance reduction result compared to a more iterations case. In a case where time to converge matters more and a good enough solution is acceptable, the ACO can be a good tool for supply chain practitioners.
The routes are plotted visually to determine if the solution suggested by ACO is acceptable in terms of similarity to the historical route records. Each visit plan is centered around store clusters and the round trip to remote area is familiar to previous travel known to vehicle drivers.

**Fig. 7.** The Outcome of The Converged Solutions from Different Parameter Sets

**Fig. 8.** The Scheduling Route Comparison
5 Discussion

Of great business consequence found, is the convergence to the solution that can be achieved from any set of initial parameters. This is helpful for various business situations, changing processes, and rules. For instance, a solution can be found for a fixed number of vehicles, as well as the algorithm’s ability to bring the optimized routes using a minimum number of vehicles. Setting the iteration threshold to a certain number is also helpful when the business users need to make revised route decisions in a short period of time.

To apply this scenario, Kelly-Moore should consider implementing the ACO route optimization model to the Southwest stores. The model can be modified at the site level to generate the optimal route based on store order days and can potentially determine if two orders a week are even necessary. Kelly-Moore will be maximizing driver efficiencies, delivery times, and reducing fuel usage and maintenance which contribute to an annual cost savings.

The team adopted the MSTP ACO library developed by Yu Iwasaki [22]. Python Network X libraries are used to convert the proprietary PO (Purchase Order) data into a Graph format consisting of nodes and edges. In addition, the API was containerized so that the service can run on the business machines of warehouse managers with minimal complexity exposed to end users. For example, it took 2 minutes, with a typical business laptop computer, to get the scheduling routes for 22 stores utilizing four vehicles: the typical requirement for an average day. This is promising since the scheduling does not require much computing power or infrastructure. It is anticipated that containerization contribute to the future integration with the internal business application of the organization.

![Diagram](https://example.com/diagram.png)

**Fig. 9.** Containerization of ACO Library to Service Optimization as API

For future expansion, a process can be added to find the optimal alpha (pheromone) and beta (heuristic coefficient) as a part of the solver function. The distance saving from Fig.7 is based on the fixed set of alpha (1) and beta (3) value that is found from a grid search to past data. Applying heterogeneous values per each ant [21] can be a good alternative that can be explored at a later time.
Ethics should be considered anytime data from a person or organization is being utilized. Naturally the data provided by Kelly-Moore should remain confidential to the organization. The collection and storing of data remained in a private cloud which was inaccessible to unauthorized agents. The production version of the algorithm and container will remain behind corporate firewall protection ensuring only authorized agents may consume the data and optimization factors.

6 Conclusion

Ant Colony Optimization performed well enough to solve the multiple travelling salesmen problem that has np-hard complexity. As discussed, the algorithm uses artificial ants to find the optimal routes for a given number of trailers with probabilistic variables that mimic decaying pheromone of the ants or in this case, trailers.

There are efficiencies that can be gained with further exploration in the field with Kelly-Moore Paints. The algorithm is solid enough to find enough optimized routes while raising the trailer capacity utilization as explored in the cost-savings section. The speed and minimal computing power consumption provided by Julia and Docker containerization surface another benefit as the project adopted ACO. The deployed solution could run on a simple business machine that the logistics team could then adjust for the week’s orders at a time, allowing the team to be more agile in their decision making. As the team uses the tools to assist in planning the supply chain routing, the algorithm can be refined further for Kelly-Moore’s specific needs. This project proved another exciting application in the world of data science techniques and technology.

When time permits, the team would explore how this optimization could be utilized for various supply chain operations outside of Kelly-Moore. An exciting exploration at the time of this project would be to coordinate the distribution of COVID-19 vaccines utilizing this particular algorithm. An interesting tactic that was discovered was to route patients to the closest hospital using the same type of ACO optimization [23]. For the focus of this project, it is believed that very few modifications would need to be made to apply the same logic given the data available for hospital routing or even vaccine distribution data. Perhaps in the future the team can provide further experiments and report the application of such an endeavor.
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Appendix:

Fig. 1. Trailer utilization by day of week. Of note is how most of the trailers were not going out full. The redder the square, the less optimized it is for that day of the week. In this visualization we can see the trends clearly to lead us down the next path in the data.